
Eliminate Filter Mounting Worries!
Maximize Filter Utilization!

xxUnique design .6,468,324 BI'-

Paint Pockets@ Zipper') Uip-If} and other Accessories are designed
specifically for use with Paint Pockets arrestors, The Ztpper
Mounting system Eliminates Spray Booth exhaust filter mounting
worries while at the same time allowing you to get maximum
utilization out of your Paint Pockets Overspray Arrestors:

xPrevents Overspray Bypass around exhaust
filterslu;.

xMaximizes Filter Utilization by eliminating filter
overlap and allowing for individual filter
panel change-out1uy,

xEasy-In {Zips fn), Easy-Out {Zips Out}.

*Eliminates Sagging Filterslo;,

*Minimizes Time and Effort of every changeoutl.y,

xProvides for Cleaner Filter Change-out process.

xZipper is Simple to Install.

lnt(a)
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Requires complete (per filtcr panel) perimeter Zipper lnstallation
Requires full top support minin.rum
Especially as comparecl to other 1ul1 perimeter mounting systems
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Easy Out

Prevents
overspray
oypass
arouno
f ilters

No wrap-around at side walls, ceiling or
Jloor and no overlap means less un-used
(wasted) Jilter media.

Individual filter panels can be changed
without disturbing adjacent panels so you
don't have to throw away lightly loaded
panels outside your spraying zone

Product Information

Paint Pockets Zipper

In this world of ever increasing competiveness,
all manufacturers and spray finishers must
maximize the value of all their purchased

materials and labor while minimizing their risks
of affecting the environment around them,

You cannot afford to throw away un-used spray
booth exhaust filters nor risk the environmental
emissions concerns and neighborhood liability
issues of overspray escaping from your spray
booth by bypassing your spray booth overspray
filters.

You must look at every aspect of your
operation, nothing is too small or potentially
insignificant.
The problem is; where do you go for help?

Make the move to Paint Pockets Zipper
Mounting system and get that help!!

Eliminate
Sagging
Filters

Part Number

PP Anglqot0
PP-Corner-001

PP-Driler-00'1

PP-UiOOte-OOt

PP-Screw-100

PP Strap 010

PPZplt!01
PPlzipper-004;00 

!

PP-Zipper-008-001
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